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Steve Rabin’s Game AI Pro 360: Guide to Tactics and Strategy gathers all the cutting-edge information from his previous three
Game AI Pro volumes into a convenient single source anthology that covers game AI strategy and tactics. This volume is complete
with articles by leading game AI programmers that focus largely on combat decisions made in a wide variety of genres such as
RTS, RPG, MOBA, strategy and tower defense games. Key Features Provides real-life case studies of game AI in published
commercial games Material by top developers and researchers in Game AI Downloadable demos and/or source code available
online
John Funge introduces a new approach to creating autonomous characters. Cognitive modeling provides computer-animated
characters with logic, reasoning, and planning skills. Individual chapters in the book provide concrete examples of advanced
character animation, automated cinematography, and a real-time computer game. Source code, animations, imag
Did you know that games and puzzles have given birth to many of today's deepest mathematical subjects? Now, with Douglas
Ensley and Winston Crawley's Introduction to Discrete Mathematics, you can explore mathematical writing, abstract structures,
counting, discrete probability, and graph theory, through games, puzzles, patterns, magic tricks, and real-world problems. You will
discover how new mathematical topics can be applied to everyday situations, learn how to work with proofs, and develop your
problem-solving skills along the way. Online applications help improve your mathematical reasoning. Highly intriguing, interactive
Flash-based applications illustrate key mathematical concepts and help you develop your ability to reason mathematically, solve
problems, and work with proofs. Explore More icons in the text direct you to online activities at www.wiley.com/college/ensley.
Improve your grade with the Student Solutions Manual. A supplementary Student Solutions Manual contains more detailed
solutions to selected exercises in the text.
We live in a highly connected world with multiple self-interested agents interacting and myriad opportunities for conflict and
cooperation. The goal of game theory is to understand these opportunities. This book presents a rigorous introduction to the
mathematics of game theory without losing sight of the joy of the subject. This is done by focusing on theoretical highlights (e.g., at
least six Nobel Prize winning results are developed from scratch) and by presenting exciting connections of game theory to other
fields such as computer science (algorithmic game theory), economics (auctions and matching markets), social choice (voting
theory), biology (signaling and evolutionary stability), and learning theory. Both classical topics, such as zero-sum games, and
modern topics, such as sponsored search auctions, are covered. Along the way, beautiful mathematical tools used in game theory
are introduced, including convexity, fixed-point theorems, and probabilistic arguments. The book is appropriate for a first course in
game theory at either the undergraduate or graduate level, whether in mathematics, economics, computer science, or statistics.
The importance of game-theoretic thinking transcends the academic setting—for every action we take, we must consider not only
its direct effects, but also how it influences the incentives of others.
At the heart of the optimization domain are mathematical modeling of the problem and the solution methodologies. The problems
are becoming larger and with growing complexity. Such problems are becoming cumbersome when handled by traditional
optimization methods. This has motivated researchers to resort to artificial intelligence (AI)-based, nature-inspired solution
methodologies or algorithms. The Handbook of AI-based Metaheuristics provides a wide-ranging reference to the theoretical and
mathematical formulations of metaheuristics, including bio-inspired, swarm-based, socio-cultural, and physics-based methods or
algorithms; their testing and validation, along with detailed illustrative solutions and applications; and newly devised metaheuristic
algorithms. This will be a valuable reference for researchers in industry and academia, as well as for all Master’s and PhD
students working in the metaheuristics and applications domains.
With all the material available in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) and soft computing-texts, monographs, and journal articles-
there remains a serious gap in the literature. Until now, there has been no comprehensive resource accessible to a broad
audience yet containing a depth and breadth of information that enables the reader to fully understand and readily apply AI and
soft computing concepts. Artificial Intelligence and Soft Computing fills this gap. It presents both the traditional and the modern
aspects of AI and soft computing in a clear, insightful, and highly comprehensive style. It provides an in-depth analysis of
mathematical models and algorithms and demonstrates their applications in real world problems. Beginning with the behavioral
perspective of "human cognition," the text covers the tools and techniques required for its intelligent realization on machines. The
author addresses the classical aspects-search, symbolic logic, planning, and machine learning-in detail and includes the latest
research in these areas. He introduces the modern aspects of soft computing from first principles and discusses them in a manner
that enables a beginner to grasp the subject. He also covers a number of other leading aspects of AI research, including
nonmonotonic and spatio-temporal reasoning, knowledge acquisition, and much more. Artificial Intelligence and Soft Computing:
Behavioral and Cognitive Modeling of the Human Brain is unique for its diverse content, clear presentation, and overall
completeness. It provides a practical, detailed introduction that will prove valuable to computer science practitioners and students
as well as to researchers migrating to the subject from other disciplines.
New York Times Best Seller How will Artificial Intelligence affect crime, war, justice, jobs, society and our very sense of being
human? The rise of AI has the potential to transform our future more than any other technology—and there’s nobody better
qualified or situated to explore that future than Max Tegmark, an MIT professor who’s helped mainstream research on how to
keep AI beneficial. How can we grow our prosperity through automation without leaving people lacking income or purpose? What
career advice should we give today’s kids? How can we make future AI systems more robust, so that they do what we want
without crashing, malfunctioning or getting hacked? Should we fear an arms race in lethal autonomous weapons? Will machines
eventually outsmart us at all tasks, replacing humans on the job market and perhaps altogether? Will AI help life flourish like never
before or give us more power than we can handle? What sort of future do you want? This book empowers you to join what may be
the most important conversation of our time. It doesn’t shy away from the full range of viewpoints or from the most controversial
issues—from superintelligence to meaning, consciousness and the ultimate physical limits on life in the cosmos.
Game AI Pro2: Collected Wisdom of Game AI Professionals presents cutting-edge tips, tricks, and techniques for artificial
intelligence (AI) in games, drawn from developers of shipped commercial games as well as some of the best-known academics in
the field. It contains knowledge, advice, hard-earned wisdom, and insights gathered from across the community of developers and
researchers who have devoted themselves to game AI. In this book, 47 expert developers and researchers have come together to
bring you their newest advances in game AI, along with twists on proven techniques that have shipped in some of the most
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successful commercial games of the last few years. The book provides a toolbox of proven techniques that can be applied to many
common and not-so-common situations. It is written to be accessible to a broad range of readers. Beginners will find good general
coverage of game AI techniques and a number of comprehensive overviews, while intermediate to expert professional game
developers will find focused, deeply technical chapters on specific topics of interest to them. Covers a wide range of AI in games,
with topics applicable to almost any game Touches on most, if not all, of the topics necessary to get started in game AI Provides
real-life case studies of game AI in published commercial games Gives in-depth, technical solutions from some of the industry’s
best-known games Includes downloadable demos and/or source code, available at http://www.gameaipro.com
Unity 2018 provides game and app developers with a variety of tools to implement Artificial Intelligence(AI). Leveraging these tools via Unity's
API allows limitless possibilities for creating your game's worlds and characters. This edition will break down AI into simple concepts to give
you a fundamental understanding of the topic to build upon.
"Mathematical Music offers a concise and easily accessible history of how mathematics was in fact used broadly to create music. The story
presented in this short, engaging volume ranges from ratios in antiquity to random combinations in the 17th century, 20th-century statistics,
and today's artificial intelligence. This book provides a fascinating panorama of the gradual mechanization of thought processes involved in
the creation of music. How did Baroque authors envision a composition system based on combinatorics? What was it like to create musical
algorithms at the beginning of the 20th century, before the computer became a reality? And how does this all explain today's use of artificial
intelligence and machine learning in music? In addition to discussing the history and the present state of mathematical music, Braguinski also
takes an imaginary look at what possibilities the near future of music AI might hold for listeners, musicians, and the society. Grounded in
research findings from musicology and the history of technology, and written for the non-specialist general audience, this book helps the
reader make sense of the discussions surrounding today's music AI by situating them in a continuous historical context"--
A definitive overview of a variety of popular AI techniques for game development takes experienced programmers through the entire design
process, explaining how to create autonomous synthetic creatures and their unique abilities and skills and covering such topics as fuzzy logic,
genetic algorithms, weapon selection, adaptive strategies, and more. Original. (Advanced)
Longlisted for the National Book Award New York Times Bestseller A former Wall Street quant sounds an alarm on the mathematical models
that pervade modern life -- and threaten to rip apart our social fabric We live in the age of the algorithm. Increasingly, the decisions that affect
our lives--where we go to school, whether we get a car loan, how much we pay for health insurance--are being made not by humans, but by
mathematical models. In theory, this should lead to greater fairness: Everyone is judged according to the same rules, and bias is eliminated.
But as Cathy O'Neil reveals in this urgent and necessary book, the opposite is true. The models being used today are opaque, unregulated,
and uncontestable, even when they're wrong. Most troubling, they reinforce discrimination: If a poor student can't get a loan because a
lending model deems him too risky (by virtue of his zip code), he's then cut off from the kind of education that could pull him out of poverty,
and a vicious spiral ensues. Models are propping up the lucky and punishing the downtrodden, creating a "toxic cocktail for democracy."
Welcome to the dark side of Big Data. Tracing the arc of a person's life, O'Neil exposes the black box models that shape our future, both as
individuals and as a society. These "weapons of math destruction" score teachers and students, sort r sum s, grant (or deny) loans, evaluate
workers, target voters, set parole, and monitor our health. O'Neil calls on modelers to take more responsibility for their algorithms and on
policy makers to regulate their use. But in the end, it's up to us to become more savvy about the models that govern our lives. This important
book empowers us to ask the tough questions, uncover the truth, and demand change. -- Longlist for National Book Award (Non-Fiction) --
Goodreads, semi-finalist for the 2016 Goodreads Choice Awards (Science and Technology) -- Kirkus, Best Books of 2016 -- New York Times,
100 Notable Books of 2016 (Non-Fiction) -- The Guardian, Best Books of 2016 -- WBUR's "On Point," Best Books of 2016: Staff Picks --
Boston Globe, Best Books of 2016, Non-Fiction
Creating robust artificial intelligence is one of the greatest challenges for game developers, yet the commercial success of a game is often
dependent upon the quality of the AI. In this book, Ian Millington brings extensive professional experience to the problem of improving the
quality of AI in games. He describes numerous examples from real games and explores the underlying ideas through detailed case studies.
He goes further to introduce many techniques little used by developers today. The book's associated web site contains a library of C++
source code and demonstration programs, and a complete commercial source code library of AI algorithms and techniques. "Artificial
Intelligence for Games - 2nd edition" will be highly useful to academics teaching courses on game AI, in that it includes exercises with each
chapter. It will also include new and expanded coverage of the following: AI-oriented gameplay; Behavior driven AI; Casual games (puzzle
games). Key Features * The first comprehensive, professional tutorial and reference to implement true AI in games written by an engineer
with extensive industry experience. * Walks through the entire development process from beginning to end. * Includes examples from over
100 real games, 10 in-depth case studies, and web site with sample code.
Racket is a descendant of Lisp, a programming language renowned for its elegance, power, and challenging learning curve. But while Racket
retains the functional goodness of Lisp, it was designed with beginning programmers in mind. Realm of Racket is your introduction to the
Racket language. In Realm of Racket, you'll learn to program by creating increasingly complex games. Your journey begins with the Guess
My Number game and coverage of some basic Racket etiquette. Next you'll dig into syntax and semantics, lists, structures, and conditionals,
and learn to work with recursion and the GUI as you build the Robot Snake game. After that it's on to lambda and mutant structs (and an Orc
Battle), and fancy loops and the Dice of Doom. Finally, you'll explore laziness, AI, distributed games, and the Hungry Henry game. As you
progress through the games, chapter checkpoints and challenges help reinforce what you've learned. Offbeat comics keep things fun along
the way. As you travel through the Racket realm, you'll: –Master the quirks of Racket's syntax and semantics –Learn to write concise and
elegant functional programs –Create a graphical user interface using the 2htdp/image library –Create a server to handle true multiplayer
games Realm of Racket is a lighthearted guide to some serious programming. Read it to see why Racketeers have so much fun!
This is the first textbook dedicated to explaining how artificial intelligence (AI) techniques can be used in and for games. After introductory
chapters that explain the background and key techniques in AI and games, the authors explain how to use AI to play games, to generate
content for games and to model players. The book will be suitable for undergraduate and graduate courses in games, artificial intelligence,
design, human-computer interaction, and computational intelligence, and also for self-study by industrial game developers and practitioners.
The authors have developed a website (http://www.gameaibook.org) that complements the material covered in the book with up-to-date
exercises, lecture slides and reading.
Mathematics in Games, Sports, and Gambling: The Games People Play, Second Edition demonstrates how discrete probability, statistics,
and elementary discrete mathematics are used in games, sports, and gambling situations. With emphasis on mathematical thinking and
problem solving, the text draws on numerous examples, questions, and problems to explain the application of mathematical theory to various
real-life games. This updated edition of a widely adopted textbook considers a number of popular games and diversions that are
mathematically based or can be studied from a mathematical perspective. Requiring only high school algebra, the book is suitable for use as
a textbook in seminars, general education courses, or as a supplement in introductory probability courses. New in this Edition: Many new
exercises, including basic skills exercises More answers in the back of the book Expanded summary exercises, including writing exercises
More detailed examples, especially in the early chapters An expansion of the discrete adjustment technique for binomial approximation
problems New sections on chessboard puzzles that encourage students to develop graph theory ideas New review material on relations and
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functions Exercises are included in each section to help students understand the various concepts. The text covers permutations in the two-
deck matching game so derangements can be counted. It introduces graphs to find matches when looking at extensions of the five-card trick
and studies lexicographic orderings and ideas of encoding for card tricks. The text also explores linear and weighted equations in the section
on the NFL passer rating formula and presents graphing to show how data can be compared or displayed. For each topic, the author includes
exercises based on real games and actual sports data.
Computer science and economics have engaged in a lively interaction over the past fifteen years, resulting in the new field of algorithmic
game theory. Many problems that are central to modern computer science, ranging from resource allocation in large networks to online
advertising, involve interactions between multiple self-interested parties. Economics and game theory offer a host of useful models and
definitions to reason about such problems. The flow of ideas also travels in the other direction, and concepts from computer science are
increasingly important in economics. This book grew out of the author's Stanford University course on algorithmic game theory, and aims to
give students and other newcomers a quick and accessible introduction to many of the most important concepts in the field. The book also
includes case studies on online advertising, wireless spectrum auctions, kidney exchange, and network management.
Based on the author’s experience in teaching data science for more than 10 years, Mathematics and Programming for Machine Learning
with R: From the Ground Up reveals how machine learning algorithms do their magic and explains how these algorithms can be implemented
in code. It is designed to provide readers with an understanding of the reasoning behind machine learning algorithms as well as how to
program them. Written for novice programmers, the book progresses step-by-step, providing the coding skills needed to implement machine
learning algorithms in R. The book begins with simple implementations and fundamental concepts of logic, sets, and probability before
moving to the coverage of powerful deep learning algorithms. The first eight chapters deal with probability-based machine learning
algorithms, and the last eight chapters deal with machine learning based on artificial neural networks. The first half of the book does not
require mathematical sophistication, although familiarity with probability and statistics would be helpful. The second half assumes the reader
is familiar with at least one semester of calculus. The text guides novice R programmers through algorithms and their application and along
the way; the reader gains programming confidence in tackling advanced R programming challenges. Highlights of the book include: More
than 400 exercises A strong emphasis on improving programming skills and guiding beginners to the implementation of full-fledged
algorithms Coverage of fundamental computer and mathematical concepts including logic, sets, and probability In-depth explanations of
machine learning algorithms
Behavioral Mathematics for Game AICengage Learning Ptr
Learn to make games that are more fun and engaging! Building on fundamental principles of Artificial Intelligence, Funge explains how to
create Non-Player Characters (NPCs) with progressively more sophisticated capabilities. Starting with the basic capability of acting in the
game world, the book explains how to develop NPCs who can perceive, remem
Whether you are a professional game developer working in an established studio or a creative thinker interested in trying your hand at game
design, "Video Game Design Revealed" will show you the steps and processes involved in bringing a video game from concept to
completion. Beginning with an overview of the history of video games and an examination of the elements of successful games, the book
breaks down the video game design process into its simplest elements and builds from there. You'll learn how to take an idea and tweak it
into a viable game based on the genre, market, game style, and subject matter, moving on to creating and organizing a timeline for the
production of the game. Once you've mapped out your game production plan and gathered all the information you need, you'll learn how to
choose the development platform and other technologies that best suit the game you've designed, add sound and graphics, and apply game
mechanics such as whether the game will be single-player or multiplayer and what levels and objects to add to your game to make it
challenging and interesting. "Video Game Design Revealed" concludes with guidelines on how to compose a proposal to be used to present
your idea to the game industry as well as tips and information on how to find and contact game studios, publishers, and investors to help you
make your game design a reality..
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine learning include linear algebra, analytic geometry, matrix
decompositions, vector calculus, optimization, probability and statistics. These topics are traditionally taught in disparate courses, making it
hard for data science or computer science students, or professionals, to efficiently learn the mathematics. This self-contained textbook
bridges the gap between mathematical and machine learning texts, introducing the mathematical concepts with a minimum of prerequisites. It
uses these concepts to derive four central machine learning methods: linear regression, principal component analysis, Gaussian mixture
models and support vector machines. For students and others with a mathematical background, these derivations provide a starting point to
machine learning texts. For those learning the mathematics for the first time, the methods help build intuition and practical experience with
applying mathematical concepts. Every chapter includes worked examples and exercises to test understanding. Programming tutorials are
offered on the book's web site.
AI is an integral part of every video game. This book helps propfessionals keep up with the constantly evolving technological advances in the
fast growing game industry and equips students with up-to-date infortmation they need to jumpstart their careers. This revised and updated
Third Edition includes new techniques, algorithms, data structures and representations needed to create powerful AI in games. The
companion website includes downloadable and executable source code that will be regularly updated by the author. Key Features A
comprehensive professional tutorial and reference to implement ture AI in games Includes new exercises so readers can test their
comprhension and understanding of the concepts and preactices presented Revised and updated to cover new techniques and advances in
AI Walks the reader throuigh the entire game AI development process New and improved companion website with easily downloaded and
executable source code
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a field within computer science that is attempting to build enhanced intelligence into computer systems. This book
traces the history of the subject, from the early dreams of eighteenth-century (and earlier) pioneers to the more successful work of today's AI
engineers. AI is becoming more and more a part of everyone's life. The technology is already embedded in face-recognizing cameras,
speech-recognition software, Internet search engines, and health-care robots, among other applications. The book's many diagrams and
easy-to-understand descriptions of AI programs will help the casual reader gain an understanding of how these and other AI systems actually
work. Its thorough (but unobtrusive) end-of-chapter notes containing citations to important source materials will be of great use to AI scholars
and researchers. This book promises to be the definitive history of a field that has captivated the imaginations of scientists, philosophers, and
writers for centuries.
Computational mechanics is a scientific discipline that marries physics, computers, and mathematics to emulate natural physical phenomena.
It is a technology that allows scientists to study and predict the performance of various products--important for research and development in
the industrialized world. This book describes current trends and future research directions in computational mechanics in areas where gaps
exist in current knowledge and where major advances are crucial to continued technological developments in the United States.
Build real-world Artificial Intelligence applications with Python to intelligently interact with the world around you About This Book Step into the
amazing world of intelligent apps using this comprehensive guide Enter the world of Artificial Intelligence, explore it, and create your own
applications Work through simple yet insightful examples that will get you up and running with Artificial Intelligence in no time Who This Book
Is For This book is for Python developers who want to build real-world Artificial Intelligence applications. This book is friendly to Python
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beginners, but being familiar with Python would be useful to play around with the code. It will also be useful for experienced Python
programmers who are looking to use Artificial Intelligence techniques in their existing technology stacks. What You Will Learn Realize
different classification and regression techniques Understand the concept of clustering and how to use it to automatically segment data See
how to build an intelligent recommender system Understand logic programming and how to use it Build automatic speech recognition
systems Understand the basics of heuristic search and genetic programming Develop games using Artificial Intelligence Learn how
reinforcement learning works Discover how to build intelligent applications centered on images, text, and time series data See how to use
deep learning algorithms and build applications based on it In Detail Artificial Intelligence is becoming increasingly relevant in the modern
world where everything is driven by technology and data. It is used extensively across many fields such as search engines, image
recognition, robotics, finance, and so on. We will explore various real-world scenarios in this book and you'll learn about various algorithms
that can be used to build Artificial Intelligence applications. During the course of this book, you will find out how to make informed decisions
about what algorithms to use in a given context. Starting from the basics of Artificial Intelligence, you will learn how to develop various
building blocks using different data mining techniques. You will see how to implement different algorithms to get the best possible results, and
will understand how to apply them to real-world scenarios. If you want to add an intelligence layer to any application that's based on images,
text, stock market, or some other form of data, this exciting book on Artificial Intelligence will definitely be your guide! Style and approach This
highly practical book will show you how to implement Artificial Intelligence. The book provides multiple examples enabling you to create smart
applications to meet the needs of your organization. In every chapter, we explain an algorithm, implement it, and then build a smart
application.
What is artificial intelligence? How is artificial intelligence used in game development? Game development lives in its own technical world. It
has its own idioms, skills, and challenges. That’s one of the reasons games are so much fun to work on. Each game has its own rules, its
own aesthetic, and its own trade-offs, and the hardware it will run on keeps changing. AI for Games is designed to help you understand one
element of game development: artificial intelligence (AI).
Artificial Intelligence (AI) fascinates, challenges and disturbs us. There are many voices in society that predict drastic changes that may come
as a consequence of AI – a possible apocalypse or Eden on earth. However, only a few people truly understand what AI is, what it can do
and what its limitations are. Understanding Artificial Intelligence explains, through a straightforward narrative and amusing illustrations, how
AI works. It is written for a non-specialist reader, adult or adolescent, who is interested in AI but is missing the key to understanding how it
works. The author demystifies the creation of the so-called "intelligent" machine and explains the different methods that are used in AI. It
presents new possibilities offered by algorithms and the difficulties that researchers, engineers and users face when building and using such
algorithms. Each chapter allows the reader to discover a new aspect of AI and to become fully aware of the possibilities offered by this rich
field.
Superb non-technical introduction to game theory, primarily applied to social sciences. Clear, comprehensive coverage of utility theory,
2-person zero-sum games, 2-person non-zero-sum games, n-person games, individual and group decision-making, more. Bibliography.
Doing Research in Sound Design gathers chapters on the wide range of research methodologies used in sound design. Editor Michael
Filimowicz and a diverse group of contributors provide an overview of cross-disciplinary inquiry into sound design that transcends discursive
and practical divides. The book covers Qualitative, Quantitative and Mixed Methods inquiry. For those new to sound design research, each
chapter covers specific research methods that can be utilized directly in order to begin to integrate the methodology into their practice. More
experienced researchers will find the scope of topics comprehensive and rich in ideas for new lines of inquiry. Students and teachers in
sound design graduate programs, industry-based R&D experts and audio professionals will find the volume to be a useful guide in developing
their skills of inquiry into sound design for any particular application area.
Provides an introduction to AI game techniques used in game programming.
Written for the novice AI programmer, this text introduces the reader to techniques such as finite state machines, fuzzy logic, neural networks
and many others in an easy-to-understand language, supported with code samples throughout the text.
Behavior Trees (BTs) provide a way to structure the behavior of an artificial agent such as a robot or a non-player
character in a computer game. Traditional design methods, such as finite state machines, are known to produce brittle
behaviors when complexity increases, making it very hard to add features without breaking existing functionality. BTs
were created to address this very problem, and enables the creation of systems that are both modular and reactive.
Behavior Trees in Robotics and AI: An Introduction provides a broad introduction as well as an in-depth exploration of the
topic, and is the first comprehensive book on the use of BTs. This book introduces the subject of BTs from simple topics,
such as semantics and design principles, to complex topics, such as learning and task planning. For each topic, the
authors provide a set of examples, ranging from simple illustrations to realistic complex behaviors, to enable the reader to
successfully combine theory with practice. Starting with an introduction to BTs, the book then describes how BTs relate
to, and in many cases, generalize earlier switching structures, or control architectures. These ideas are then used as a
foundation for a set of efficient and easy to use design principles. The book then presents a set of important extensions
and provides a set of tools for formally analyzing these extensions using a state space formulation of BTs. With the new
analysis tools, the book then formalizes the descriptions of how BTs generalize earlier approaches and shows how BTs
can be automatically generated using planning and learning. The final part of the book provides an extended set of tools
to capture the behavior of Stochastic BTs, where the outcomes of actions are described by probabilities. These tools
enable the computation of both success probabilities and time to completion. This book targets a broad audience,
including both students and professionals interested in modeling complex behaviors for robots, game characters, or other
AI agents. Readers can choose at which depth and pace they want to learn the subject, depending on their needs and
background.
Steve Rabin’s Game AI Pro 360: Guide to Architecture gathers all the cutting-edge information from his previous three
Game AI Pro volumes into a convenient single source anthology covering game AI architecture. This volume is complete
with articles by leading game AI programmers that further explore modern architecture such as behavior trees and share
architectures used in top games such as Final Fantasy XV, the Call of Duty series and the Guild War series. Key
Features Provides real-life case studies of game AI in published commercial games Material by top developers and
researchers in Game AI Downloadable demos and/or source code available online
Game AI Pro3: Collected Wisdom of Game AI Professionals presents state-of-the-art tips, tricks, and techniques drawn
from developers of shipped commercial games as well as some of the best-known academics in the field. This book acts
as a toolbox of proven techniques coupled with the newest advances in game AI. These techniques can be applied to
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almost any game and include topics such as behavior trees, utility theory, path planning, character behavior, and tactical
reasoning. KEY FEATURES Contains 42 chapters from 50 of the game industry’s top developers and researchers.
Provides real-life case studies of game AI in published commercial games. Covers a wide range of AI in games, with
topics applicable to almost any game. Includes downloadable demos and/or source code, available at
http://www.gameaipro.com SECTION EDITORS Neil Kirby General Wisdom Alex Champandard Architecture Nathan
Sturtevant Movement and Pathfinding Damian Isla Character Behavior Kevin Dill Tactics and Strategy; Odds and Ends
Hofstadter's collection of quirky essays is unified by its primary concern: to examine the way people perceive and think.
Game data science, defined as the practice of deriving insights from game data, has created a revolution in the
multibillion-dollar games industry - informing and enhancing production, design, and development processes. Almost all
game companies and academics have now adopted some type of game data science, every tool utilized by game
developers allows collecting data from games, yet there has been no definitive resource for academics and professionals
in this rapidly developing sector until now. Games Data Science delivers an excellent introduction to this new domain and
provides the definitive guide to methods and practices of computer science, analytics, and data science as applied to
video games. It is the ideal resource for academic students and professional learners seeking to understand how data
science is used within the game development and production cycle, as well as within the interdisciplinary field of games
research. Organized into chapters that integrate laboratory and game data examples, this book provides a unique
resource to train and educate both industry professionals and academics about the use of game data science, with
practical exercises and examples on how such processes are implemented and used in academia and industry,
interweaving theoretical learning with practical application throughout.
Human behavior is never an exact science, making the design and programming of artificial intelligence that seeks to
replicate human behavior difficult. Usually, the answers cannot be found in sterile algorithms that are often the focus of
artificial intelligence programming. However, by analyzing why people behave the way we do, we can break down the
process into increasingly smaller components. We can model many of those individual components in the language of
logic and mathematics and then reassemble them into larger, more involved decision-making processes. Drawing from
classical game theory, "Behavioral Mathematics for Game AI" covers both the psychological foundations of human
decisions and the mathematical modeling techniques that AI designers and programmers can use to replicate them. With
examples from both real life and game situations, you'll explore topics such as utility, the fallacy of rational behavior, and
the inconsistencies and contradictions that human behavior often exhibits. You'll examine various ways of using
statistics, formulas, and algorithms to create believable simulations and to model these dynamic, realistic, and interesting
behaviors in video games. Finally, you'll be introduced to a number of tools you can use in conjunction with standard AI
algorithms to make it easier to utilize the mathematical models.
Game theory is the mathematical study of interaction among independent, self-interested agents. The audience for game
theory has grown dramatically in recent years, and now spans disciplines as diverse as political science, biology,
psychology, economics, linguistics, sociology, and computer science, among others. What has been missing is a
relatively short introduction to the field covering the common basis that anyone with a professional interest in game
theory is likely to require. Such a text would minimize notation, ruthlessly focus on essentials, and yet not sacrifice rigor.
This Synthesis Lecture aims to fill this gap by providing a concise and accessible introduction to the field. It covers the
main classes of games, their representations, and the main concepts used to analyze them.
This book theoretically and practically updates major economic ideas such as demand and supply, rational choice and
expectations, bounded rationality, behavioral economics, information asymmetry, pricing, efficient market hypothesis,
game theory, mechanism design, portfolio theory, causality and financial engineering in the age of significant advances in
man-machine systems. The advent of artificial intelligence has changed many disciplines such as engineering, social
science and economics. Artificial intelligence is a computational technique which is inspired by natural intelligence
concepts such as the swarming of birds, the working of the brain and the pathfinding of the ants. Artificial Intelligence and
Economic Theory: Skynet in the Market analyses the impact of artificial intelligence on economic theories, a subject that
has not been studied. It also introduces new economic theories and these are rational counterfactuals and rational
opportunity costs. These ideas are applied to diverse areas such as modelling of the stock market, credit scoring, HIV
and interstate conflict. Artificial intelligence ideas used in this book include neural networks, particle swarm optimization,
simulated annealing, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms. It, furthermore, explores ideas in causality including Granger as
well as the Pearl causality models.
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